A basic difficulty in applying the Green s-function formalism to deep 
Quasi bands in Green's-function defect models U. Lindefelt Figure 2 shows the spectral Table II for the Cr atom.
than the exact atomic value e"I. One can then estimate the e6'ect of truncating q," to a smaller value q', "by making a simple approximation to pi(r): for hyperdeep states, one sets 1(i(~r~) =R"i(r). Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform A3d(q) of the Fe 3d orbital, as well as the quantity P3d(q) = A 3~(q')q' dq'. The approximate 0 wave function 1("'iPP"" (r ) becomes exact for a momentum q, "such that P3d(q, ") =1. Not surprisingly, the long tail of A3~(q) in momentum space requires a high q, "value ( the equivalent number of host free-electron bands is indicated on the abscissa) to obtain P3d(q) =1. We can now find the error~e "i -e"'ipp""~a ssociated with using various finite sizes of the host wave-function basis in Eq. (3). Table II 
This set is then orthogonal I itijo (k, r)i'&o (k', r)dr=5JJ 5k k. . Conditions (17) and (18) Eqs. (17) and (18) (20) and (21) however, that if the defect problem is solved via a Green's-function formalism, full convergence of the band wave functions {PJ ( k, r ) j to the true eigenfunctions {Pj (k, r) j is not even required formally; the orthogonal set {PJ~(k, r) j that spans lb;(r) need only diagonalize the finite matrix of Ho. Therefore, instead of seeking convergence pJO (k, r)~p j (k, r ) as in conventional bandstructure calculations, we take the opposite view: We will use a manifestly incomplete (underconverged) finite set {pJO (k, r) j of the form in Eq.
(22), but choose jfj ( r ) j of Eq. (20) [and therefore Xi( k, r ) in Eq. (22)] to share the characteristics of the perturbation EV(r ) rather than those of the host potential VH(r). By the variational principle, augmenting the band-structure wave functions {PJ (k, r) j by another set {XJ(k,r) j (even if it is physically unrelated) can do no harm (in practice, cf. Fig. 6 below, it makes almost no difference}. At the same time, a judicious choice of jf 1 ( r ) j can make the expansion of the defect wave function 1b;( r ) in terms of the quasi bands pj~( k, r ) [Eq. (14) ] converge much faster than the corresponding expansion in terms of pure host wave functions alone [Eq. (3) ]. The coeAicients j bjj'( k );a&J-( k ) j and the quasi' band energies {e&o (k) j in Eq. (22) are obtained directly by diagonalizing once the matrix of IIO in the nonorthogonal basis {PJ (k, r) Xl(k, r)j [Eq. (22) ].
Next we will show that the set {PJO (k, r) j of Eq. (22) can be used to represent arbitrary localized solutions l(;(r). To do so we first note that the subset {XJ.(k, r) j of Eq. (22) (23) Therefore, fj(r)=N '~Q -"XJ(k,r). Secondly, we note that the set {XJ(k, r ) j is a subset in Eq. (22); hence, if it can reproduce a localized function fj(r), then so can {P&~(k, r) j. This means that if fj(r ) were to be the actual localized defect function l(;(r), then the set {pjo (k, r) j of quasi band wave functions will give us the exact solution and therefore the exact energy eigenvalue. This is demonstrated in the next section for a simple case. If, however, our choice of f 1 ( r ) is only an approximation for the true solution g; (r }, then sufficient components of host wave functions jgj (k, r) j will be introduced in Eq. (22) . However, these have to reproduce merely the difference between f;(r } and the trial orbitals fJ(r). This is far easier to accomplish (e.g. , if needed, iteratively) than expa'nding li;(r) in {PJ (k, r)j alone, as done in previous approaches.
We have shown thus far how the quasi band representation overcomes the diAiculties associated with representing the defect wave functions in terms of unperturbed Bloch functions [Eq. (14) ].
Still, one needs to independently represent the de- fect wave functions by a local set [Eq. (7) [Eq. (20) ] from the set fj(r). (iii) Diagonalize once the matrix of the host-crystal Hamiltonian in a basis of Mb host band-structure functions (k, r)j and M, local bands {XJ(k,r)j to obtain M =M, +Mb quasi band wave functions {PJO (k, r) j and energies {eJO (k)j in Eq. (22). (iv) Solve the standard DGF problem in Eqs. 
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

